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Abstract 

We present an entropy decomposition strategy aimed 
at quantifying how the predictive information (PI) about 
heart rate (HR) variability is dynamically stored in HR 
and is transferred to HR from arterial pressure (AP) and 
respiration (RS) variability according to synergistic or 
redundant cooperation. The PI is expressed as the sum of 
the self entropy (SE) of HR plus the transfer entropy (TE) 
from {RS,AP} to HR, quantifying respectively the infor-
mation stored in the cardiac system and transferred to the 
cardiac system to the vascular and respiratory systems. 
The information transfer is further decomposed as the 
sum of the (unconditioned) TE from RS to HR plus the TE 
from SP to HR conditioned to RS. Moreover a redundan-
cy/synergy measure is defined as the difference between 
unconditioned and conditioned TE from RS to HR. We 
show that, under the linear Gaussian assumption for the 
underlying multiple processes, all the proposed infor-
mation dynamical measures can be calculated analytical-
ly, and present a method for their computation from the 
parameters of a vector autoregressive model. The method 
is then evaluated on a simulated process reproducing re-
alistic HR, AP and RS rhythms, showing how known car-
diovascular and cardiorespiratory mechanisms can be 
characterized in terms of the proposed information de-
composition measures. 

1. Introduction

The short-term heart rate (HR) variability is the result 
of the complex interplay of several regulatory mecha-
nisms, including cardiorespiratory and cardiovascular 
modulations which involve respiratory (RS) and arterial 
pressure (AP) variability, as well as the activity of central 
neural commands which directly affect the cardiac system 
[1]. In recent years, several time series analysis methods 
have been proposed to link HR variability and its cou-
pling with AP and RS variability to specific physiological 
mechanisms such as the cardiac baroreflex and the respir-
atory sinus arrhythmia [2,3]. Nevertheless, the proposed 

methods have been focused on single specific aspects of 
cardiovascular regulation (e.g., how complex is HR vari-
ability, or how it is coupled with AP or RS variability), 
without considering whether and how these aspects are 
related with each other. 

On the other hand, recent developments in the field of 
information theory have made it possible to assess in a 
unified way different types of statistical dependencies in-
side networks of connected dynamical systems [4]. In 
particular, within the framework of information dynamics 
dynamical properties like complexity, causality and syn-
ergy can be expressed quantitatively exploiting a variety 
of entropy-based measures [4-7]. In this context, the pre-
sent study introduces a decomposition strategy to repre-
sent the predictive information about the cardiac system, 
measured in terms of HR variability, as a sum of contri-
butions reflecting the information dynamically stored in 
the system and that transferred to the system from the cir-
culatory and respiratory systems. The strategy allows to 
quantify the information transfer through the baroreflex 
(AP→HR) and cardiopulmonary (RS→HR and 
RS→AP→HR) physiological pathways, as well as to in-
fer the informational character (synergistic or redundant) 
of the transfer from {RS,AP} to HR variability. 

After formulating information decompositions based 
on specific entropy-based measures, we present an ap-
proach for the exact computation of these measures in the 
context of vector autoregressive (VAR) modeling. The 
approach is then tested on realistic simulated processes 
reproducing typical cardiovascular and cardiorespiratory 
dynamics and dynamical interaction. 

2. Methods

2.1. Information decomposition 

In this study the respiratory, cardiac and vascular phys-
iological systems are considered as dynamical systems, 
denoted respectively as X, Y and Z. The states visited by 
the systems over time are described as stationary stochas-
tic processes; specifically the stochastic variables Xn, Yn 
and Zn represent respectively the RS, HR and AP variabil-
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ity evaluated at the time n . Assuming Y as target system, 
the uncertainty about Yn is measured by the Shannon en-
tropy H(yn)=˗Σp(yn)·log p(yn), where p(yn) is the probabil-
ity for the system Y to visit the state yn at the time n. 
Then, considering the past system states collected in the 
vector variables Xn

–=[Xn-1 Xn-2···], Yn
–=[Yn-1 Yn-2···],

Zn
–=[Zn-1 Zn-2,···], different measures of information dy-

namics can be computed. First, the predictive information 
(PI) of Y quantifies the resolution of uncertainty about Yn 
obtained knowing the past states of all systems [4]: 
PY=H(Yn)H(Yn|Xn

–,Yn
–,Zn

–).
The PI can be decomposed as PY=SY+TXZY, where the 

self entropy (SE) SY=H(Yn)H(Yn|Yn
–) and the transfer en-

tropy (TE) TXZY=H(Yn|Yn
–)H(Yn|Xn

–,Yn
–,Zn

–) quantify re-
spectively the information storage [5] in the target system 
and the information transfer [6] from the remaining sys-
tems. The information transfer can be further decomposed 
as the sum of the (unconditioned) TE from X to Y and the 
partial (conditioned) TE from Z to Y given X, i.e., 
TXZY=TXY+TZY|Z, with TXY=H(Yn|Yn

–)H(Yn|Xn
–,Yn

–)
and TZY|X=H(Yn|Xn

–,Yn
–)H(Yn|Xn

–,Yn
–,Zn

–). In all deriva-
tions, H(Yn|V)=H(Yn,V)˗H(V) is the entropy of the scalar 
variable Yn conditioned to the vector variable V. Note that 
the information transfer can be alternatively decomposed 
as TXZY=TZY+TXY|Z. 

Moreover, the informational character [7] of the driv-
ing systems X and Z in describing the target system Y is 
quantified in the information domain by decomposing the 
TE from X to Y as TXY=TXY|Z+RXZ, where RXZ is the re-
dundant entropy (RE) of X and Z used to describe Y (note 
that TZY=TZY|X+RXZ holds equivalently). Expressing the 
RE as RXZ=TXY+TZYTXZY it is easy to deduct that, if 
the joint system {X,Z} contributes to the target system Y 
with more information than the sum of the individual con-
tributions of X and Z, then RXZ<0 and the driving systems 
act in a synergistic way; if, on the contrary, the separate 
contribution of X and Z to the information carried by Y is 
larger than their joint contribution, RXZ>0 and the driving 
systems act in a redundant way. 

2.2. Computation of information dynamics 
measures 

Let us suppose that the overall process U={X,Y,Z} has 
a joint Gaussian distribution. Under this assumption, the 
vector variable Un=[Xn Yn Zn]

T is fully described by the pth 
order linear vector autoregressive (VAR) model [8]: 
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where Ak are 3×3 coefficient matrices and n is a 3×1 
white noise process with diagonal covariance matrix . 
The autocovariance of the process (1) is a sequence of 

3×3 matrices k which are related to the VAR parameters 
via the Yule-Walker equations [8]: 
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where k0 is the Kronecher product. To compute k for 
k<p, we note that (1) can be expressed as Un
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and where 
p
=E[n

pn
pT

] is a 3p×3p matrix with  as up-
per-left block and 0 elsewhere. Then, we find that the 
3p×3p covariance matrix of Un

p
 is of the form
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and can be derived solving the discrete-time Lyapunov 
equation 0

p
=A

p
0

p
A

pT
+

p
, thus yielding the values of

0,...,p-1. Further, from (2) we note that k can be calcu-
lated recursively for any k≥p. exploiting the known values 
of k-1,...,k-p. With this we have shown how to compute 
the autocovariance sequence of a VAR process, up to ar-
bitrarily high lags, starting from the VAR parameters 
(A1,…,Ap,). In the following we show how the elements 
of k can be exploited to calculate the information dy-
namics measures defined in Sect. 2.1. 

Under the linear Gaussian assumption, the entropy of 
the target variable Yn, and its entropy conditioned to a 
vector variable V, can be formulated as [9]: 

   eYYH nn 2ln
2

1
)(σln

2

1
 (5)

   eYYH nn 2ln
2

1
)|(σln

2

1
|  VV , (6) 

where (Yn) is the variance of Yn and (Yn|V) is the partial 
variance of Yn given V, which in turn can be computed as 
the variance of the residuals of a linear regression of Yn 
on V and expressed accordingly as [9]:  

(Yn|V) = (Yn) (Yn,V) (V)-1 (Yn,V)T, (7) 

with (·) and (·,·) indicating respectively covariance 
and cross-covariance matrix. Therefore, PY and the terms 
of its decomposition (i.e, SY, TXZY, TXY, TXY|Z, TZY, 
TZY|X) can all be computed from (5) and (6) letting from 
time to time the vector V be a proper combination of the 
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past system states; for practical computation, the infinite-
dimensional vectors Xn

–, Yn
–, Zn

– are truncated at dimen-
sion L: Xn

L=[Xn-1···Xn-L], Yn
L=[Yn-1···Yn-L], Zn

L=[Zn-1···Zn-L]. 
Thus, the computation of information dynamics measures 
reduces to evaluating the covariance matrices to be com-
bined as in (7) for getting the partial variances that, in-
serted in (6), allow computing any wanted conditional 
entropy. For instance, the covariance (Yn

L) is an L×L ma-

trix containing the correlation 
y
j-i=E(Yn-i,Yn-j) as (i-j)th el-

ement; the covariance (Yn,Yn
L) is an 1×L matrix with 

y
j 

as jth element; and the covariance (Yn
L,Zn

L) is an 2L×2L 

matrix with (Yn
L), (Zn

L), (YZn
L)={

yz
j-i=E(Yn-i,Zn-j)} and 

(YZn
L)T as L×L blocks. All these matrices contain as sca-

lar elements the covariance between lagged components 
of the processes X, Y, Z. As such, these matrices can be 
extrapolated by proper arrangement of the elements of the 
autocovariance sequence k of the overall process U, 
computed as described above for k=1,...,L. 

 
3. Validation 

The proposed approach is validated on a theoretical 
simulation reproducing the dynamics and interactions 
typical of short-term cardiovascular and cardiorespiratory 
variability. We consider the VAR process of order p=2: 
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where X, Y and Z are taken as descriptive of the RS, HR 
and AP variability, and n, n, and n are independent 
white noises with variances set to 5, 1, and 1. Each pro-
cess exhibits an autonomous rhythm generated placing 
two complex-conjugate poles, of modulus  and phase 
±2f, in its complex plane representation. Then, interac-
tions between processes are set by the coupling parame-
ters C. In this study we set z=y=0.8, fz=fy=0.1 to repro-
duce oscillations at the frequency of the Mayer waves for 
AP and HR, and x=0.9, fx=0.3 to reproduce narrow-band 
respiratory oscillations for RS [10]. Moreover, we set 
CZY=0.4, CYZ=0.1, to reproduce the closed-loop cardio-
vascular coupling between AP and HR, and CXZ=0.4, 
CXY=0.5, to reproduce unidirectional vasculo-pulmonary 
coupling from RS to AP and cardiopulmonary coupling 
from RS to HR. The theoretical spectral densities of the 
three processes, computed from the frequency-domain 
representation of (8) [11], are shown in Fig. 1a. 

First, we studied the dependence of the theoretical val-
ues of the information dynamics measures on the number 
of lags L used to compute covariance matrices. The re-
sults in Fig. 1b show that, while the PI does not vary with 
the lag, the SE, the TEs and the RE converge to stable 

 

Figure 1. (a) Power spectral densities of RS (Px), HR (Py) 
and AP (Pz) simulated by (8). (b) Decompositions of the 
PI of HR as PY=SY+TXZY, of the TE from {RS,AP} to HR 
as TXZY=TXY+TZY|X, and of the TE from RS to HR as 
TXY=TXY|Z+RXZ, computed as a function of the length L 
of the past history of the observed process. 

 
values only when L is increased. The error observed at 
small lags can be ascribed to an insufficient exploitation 
of the past history of the considered processes, which 
here corresponds to the truncation of the covariance se-
quences. It is known that the autocovariance of a VAR 
process decays exponentially with the lag, and that the 
rate of decay depends on the spectral radius of the process 
which in turn is related to the modulus of the largest ei-
genvalue of A

p
 [8]. After trying different VAR configura-

tions, we found that all information dynamics measures 
get stable before ten lags, and thus we propose to use 
L=10 in theoretical and practical computations. 

Then, we study the behavior of the various information 
dynamics measures at varying the simulation parameters. 
The results in Fig. 2 evidence for all measures a good 
agreement between theoretical values, computed from the 
actual parameters in (8), and estimated values, computed 
from the parameters estimated by least-squares VAR 
identification performed on 300-points realizations. 
Looking at the variations with the parameters, first we see 
that an increased regularity of the simulated HR variabil-
ity, obtained acting on y, determines a rise of the PI ex-
clusively due to an increased SE (all TEs were kept con-
stant; Fig. 2a). When an enhanced baroreflex coupling is 
simulated by increasing CZY, we notice a stronger infor-
mation transfer to the target system documented by the 
increase of TXZY and TZY|X, but also an increase of the 
information storage (higher SY ; Fig. 2b). Interestingly, an 
increase of both SY and TZY|X was obtained even acting 
on the regularity of the driving system Z (Fig. 2c); this 
shows that a higher predictability of the simulated AP, 
obtained increasing z, enhances the PI of the simulated 
HR variability both in terms of information transfer and 
information storage. The increase of z determines also a 
loss of synergy  between  X  and  Z in describing Y (RXZ 
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Figure 2. Information dynamics decompositions comput-
ed at varying the parameters y (a), CZY (b), z (c) and CXY 
(d) of simulation (8). Dotted lines depict median and 
quantiles of each measure estimated over 100 realizations 
of the simulation, each of 300 points. 
 
moves towards zero from negative values), which can be 
due to the fact that the information transfer X→Z→Y be-
comes less detectable if Z is more regular, thus increasing 
the relative importance of the direct pathway X→Y. A 
more evident transition from redundancy to synergy is 
noted increasing the cardiorespiratory coupling (Fig. 1d): 
for low values of CXY simulating weak direct effects of RS 
on HR, the RE is positive because the information trans-
fer from X to Y is mostly mediated by Z; for higher CXY 
simulating stronger direct respiratory sinus arrhythmia 
(also documented by the increased TXY|Z), both the direct 
pathway X→Y and the indirect pathway X→Z→Y were 
active so that the net effect was synergistic (RXZ <0). 
 
4. Conclusion 

The present study evidences the important role of in-
formation storage, transfer and modification in interacting 
with each other to give rise to the predictive information 
of a target dynamical system connected to multiple source 
systems. In fact, though confirming that different 
measures like SE, TE and RE reflect different aspects of 
information processing (respectively, regularity, causality 
and redundancy), our results indicate that these measured 
can undergo concurrent modifications in response to spe-

cific system alterations. Therefore, we advocate that the 
various information dynamics measures should not be 
computed in isolation, but rather evaluated together as 
components of the total statistical dependence relevant to 
target process of a multivariate system.  

Results of the proposed realistic simulation suggest 
that a combined evaluation of SE, TE and RE may pro-
vide an enhanced, integrated view short-term of autonom-
ic regulation. Future studies will be focused on exploiting 
these measures to assess cardiovascular and cardiorespira-
tory mechanisms from real HR, AP and RS time series. 
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